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Who we areWho we are
Fierté Timmins Pride is a not-for-profit organization with a
volunteer-led board of directors. Fierté  Timmins Pride works
to unite and engage individuals and organizations to
educate, advocate, and support the 2SLGBTQ+ community
in Timmins and surrounding areas.

The first Pride event Timmins hosted was in 2014. It all
began with a flag raising at city hall, a parade, and a drag
show. Through the years we've invited the community to get
involved by filling the city with rainbows: a program that

encouraged businesses to display Pride in their storefronts.

Pride has always relied on community involvement to
make Pride Week a success. Every year we reach out to
invite organizations to host their own activities during
Pride Week or sponsor an event Fierté Timmins Pride is
already hosting. Annual events hosted by Fierté Timmins
Pride are a flagrasing, a rally, an educational workshop, a
parade, and dragshow which includes local talent.
Previous years has seen many activities hosted by the
community including: all ages bowling, film screenings,
craft sessions, pancake breakfasts, art exhibits, inclusive
prom, dances, bar socials, and much more.  

Fierté Timmins Pride also offers opportunities to
members of the public to spread the spirit of Pride with
the purchase of personalized candygrams which are
delivered during pride week. As an organization, Fierté
Timmins Pride also offers lawn signs, free of charge, to
the public to identify allies within the city.

These events and initiatives create safe spaces within the
city where members of the 2SLGBTQ+ community can feel
safe to be their authentic selves. A privilege often not
accessible to the community during other times of the year.

Today, Pride week has grown beyond what we dreamed of
when we first began. The events are grander, the parade is
longer, and the crowds are larger. The city has become
much more inclusive since the first Pride parade. The city
has seen the creation of a 2SLGBTQ+ nonprofit organization,
the inclusion of 2SLGBTQ+ policy in local business and
government, and the continued celebration of Pride week in
June. 

Fierté Timmins Pride's work has not been limited to Pride
week. The organization works to educate the community
through various workshops, consulting, and advocating to
make Northeastern Ontario more inclusive.

Fierté Timmins Pride's facebook page has over 2,000 followers
 visit: facebook.com/TimminsPride



How you canHow you can
ParticipateParticipate

This year Fierté Timmins Pride has planned for a Pride
week worthy of the 10 years of accomplishments. We are
looking to local organizations and businesses to join in
the celebration in a variety of ways.

Event Sponsorship - We are looking for sponsors and
partners to make the events as grand as possible. This is
a great opportunity for your business or organization to
show your support of the 2SLGBTQ+ community and
show your support as an ally. Refer to the sponsorship
grid for a variety of ways you can support Pride week. For
our tenth anniversary, we are seeing the return of our
increasingly popular Annual Drag show and the addition
of a few new events. Fierté Timmins Pride is looking for
sponsors to support new events as well like the Pride
Gala, Drag Brunch, Educational workshop, and trivia
night. We also encourage organizations to host their own
events as well.

Rally and Parade - We are asking companies and
individuals to participate in the rally and the parade
which will occur on Saturday, June 10th, 2023 in the
afternoon. Come out and join in our walk through the
downtown core carrying supportive signs, rainbow flags,
banners and other promotional materials from your
organization. This is your opportunity to showcase your
support of the 2SLGBTQ+ community. 

Fill the City with Rainbows - The decorating of
organizations and businesses' windows in rainbow pride
colors is a foundation of the Pride Week Celebrations. We
encourage the organizations and businesses in downtown
Timmins to participate. It will be an encouraging
component while on the parade route for those in the
downtown core. Participating in decorating for Pride
shows Timmins residents that you are a 2SLGBTQ+ safe(r)
space. 

Affiliate Events - We would like to encourage you to host
your affiliate event in support of the 10th Annual Pride
Week in Timmins. Examples would include hosting a
breakfast, hosting a relevant workshop, hosting a poetry
reading event, etc. Should you be interested, please
ensure that you register your event with Fierté Timmins
Pride to allow us to add it to the events calendar and
promote it throughout the community.

We would like to thank you for your consideration in
supporting Timmins Pride. Your encouragement would
certainly help us in supporting the 2SLGBTQ+ community,
educating the community at large, and increasing the
visibility of the queer-identified people of Timmins and
the surrounding area. 

Fierté Timmins Pride's drag
show has included the best
queens available. Queens
who have preformed have
gone on to become cast
members of TV's Canada's
Drag Race and Call Me
Mother.

Fierté Timmins Pride's
parade has seen a up to 350
community members and
allies. The march is an
opportunity for individuals
and organizations to show
their commitment to
inclusion.

Fierté Timmins Pride's website is the community's one stop of all things pride related
visit: timminspride.com
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media or in kind
contribution

Pride week 
presenting Sponsor

title sponsor for
signature event

logo on 
event t-shirt

media advertising
mentions

logo on timmins pride
website

verbal recognition 
at events
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social media
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pride rally 
thank you board
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title event
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To discuss sponsorship:
 

Matthieu Villeneuve - President
705-262-2583 / ftppresident@gmail.com

 

Fierté  Timmins Pride
PO Box 301

timmins ontario p4n 0a0
 

e-transfers can be made to:
ftptreasurer@gmail.com

 


